
Another update from OSASF!

Howdy Y'all:
 
The lockdown is extended by two weeks. Try to ignore the current chaos. Just keep plodding
along and this will be over in a while.

To help pass the lockdown time, I updated a few web sites that have been long neglected,
including our cook book site.  Check it out and get yourself a lockdown gift and do some covid
cooking.

Rule Review:

Following on last week’s discussion about a duelist resting their non shooting hand and arm on a
shelf, what would be the penalty if that duelist shooter had a pistol in their off hand as well as their
shooting hand.  I hope by now that you will have remembered the rules from a month ago, and
answer, “It depends”.

Rule: Only Gunfighters and B-Western categories allow two loaded revolvers “in hand” at the
same time. This may be corrected in regard to any other categories before cocking either one
without penalty.

Rule: The competitor shall not have two loaded revolvers in hand at once. (This may be corrected
before cocking either one without penalty.)

So, in answer to the question, if both guns are loaded, then as soon as the shooter cocks one of
the guns, there is a penalty.  HOWEVER, what you will see with many double duelists (Those who
shoot one gun from each hand), if they keep the first gun in their hand after it has been emptied
and then shoot the second gun, there is no penalty.  They can even rest the empty gun on a shelf
or table, giving them support, because that gun, hand and arm are not now shooting.

Aha, someone says.  But I thought that the SASS convention says that you must return guns to
leather after they are shot and that gun has not been returned to leather.  That’s not quite the
whole story.  Yes, pistols must be returned to leather (unless the stage description directs
otherwise), “at the end of the shooting string.”  (Note that the shooter has until shooting the next
firearm to correct their error.  The shooting string is defined, for revolvers, as after both revolvers
have been fired, unless the stage calls for the revolvers to be split, i.e., shot separately with
another gun shot between them.  (Not recommended when writing a stage.)

Therefore, there is no penalty as long as the duelist holsters both revolvers after emptying both of
them.  This is an advantage that a double duelist has in saving valuable time by only holstering
once.

Now that you are thinking about all this, you might we wondering, if you are shooting two-handed,
after you empty one revolver, can you put it on a table or shelf in front of you and them holster
both revolvers together after you shoot the second one empty.  YES!

You can get my latest covid updates here.

The classifieds are still active in spite of the lack of matches - that's a good sign. 
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You can help fight the gun ban by supporting advocacy groups such as The Gun Blog The
Canadian Shooting Sports Association, The Canadian Coalition for Firearms Rights or the
National Firearms Association (among others). If you want to donate to any of the legal
proceedings fighting the bans, there is info here.

Next Matches: Covid lockdown - not until May at the earliest - stay tuned!

Details are on the OSASF Website
Contact us here
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